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ABSTRACT
The performance of HPC simulation codes is often tied to their sim-
ulated domains; e.g., properties of the input decks, boundaries of the
underlying meshes, and parallel decomposition of the simulation
space. A variety of research efforts have demonstrated the utility
of projecting performance data onto the simulation geometry to
enable analysis of these kinds of performance problems. However,
current methods to do so are largely ad-hoc and limited in terms of
extensibility and scalability. Furthermore, few methods enable this
projection online, resulting in large storage and processing require-
ments for offline analysis. We present a general, extensible, and
scalable solution for in-situ (online) visualization of performance
data projected onto the underlying geometry of simulation codes.
Our solution employs the scalable observation system SOSflow
with the in-situ visualization framework ALPINE to automatically
extract simulation geometry and stream aggregated performance
metrics to respective locations within the geometry at runtime.
Our system decouples the resources and mechanisms to collect,
aggregate, project, and visualize the resulting data, thus mitigating
overhead and enabling online analysis at large scales. Furthermore,
our method requires minimal user input and modification of exist-
ing code, enabling general and widespread adoption.
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My research focus is on monitoring, introspection, feedback,
and control for HPC systems, emphasizing online in situ opera-
tions and scalability. I explore this research space using a novel
runtime system named SOSflow that I developed at the University
of Oregon. SOSflow provides a flexible, scalable, and programmable
framework for observation, introspection, feedback, and control of
HPC applications.

The Scalable Observation System (SOS) performance model used
by SOSflow allows a broad set of online and in situ capabilities
including remote method invocation, data analysis, and visualiza-
tion. SOSflow can couple together multiple sources of data, such
as application components and operating environment measures,
with multiple software libraries and performance tools, efficiently
creating holistic views of performance at runtime.
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